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Naming Persons in Truth
‘So from now on we see no-one from a worldly point-of-view’ (2Cor 5:16).
It helps persons to name them as they really are. Everyone loses when we heed the false naming
of persons according to feelings of same-sex attraction or other expressions of gender
disintegration. We as Christians must lead the way by inviting others to align language with God’s
vision for humanity. He made us and should be honored in how we see and what we say about
others.
I refuse to call anyone ‘gay’ or ‘trans’ or ‘straight.’ I see a man or woman, made in God’s
image. However estranged from Him, each person is deeply loved by the Father who through His
Son seeks each out as His beloved son or daughter. He calls us to integrate our gender gift by
learning how to befriend (not romanticize) our own gender and to honor the other as an essential
good.
We set ourselves up for trouble when we adopt LGBT+ language; in doing so, we empower
systems to grant a ‘people group’ status to an ever-morphing assortment of gender ‘selves.’ This
proves dangerous to Christians. Last week, Canada’s Supreme Court ruled to remove graduate
school accreditation from the law arm of Trinity Western University because this reputable Christian
institution insists that its students abstain from sexual intimacy outside of marriage, a requirement
deemed ‘discrimination’ by LGBT+ activists.
The Court ruled that abstinence clause would ‘deter LGBT+ students from attending the law
school and would cause them harm.’ Wow. The state insists that Christian morality bow before a
fractured band of persons who pretends to be a ‘people group.’
Not much different from AB 2943 in California. Based on false assumptions that persons are
intrinsically wired as ‘gay’ or ‘trans’ from early childhood and will be devastated by anything less
than a ‘gay’ wedding or gender ‘reassignment’, the state now seeks to remove any other option.
In other words, the state seeks to make fraudulent a person’s decision to be reconciled to who
God says he or she is.
We fight deception with proper language. Everyone can make the choice to integrate his or her
gender; we base our way, and the words that describe it, on our Creator and Redeemer. He
authors clarity, not confusion.
Speaking of confusion, a proudly Bible-based denomination with many good expressions in Kansas
City has been significantly influenced by the ‘gay Christian’ slant of Wesley Hill. Hill embraces his
same-sex attraction as identity, impermeable to change, yet holds to abstinence. I find that split
between being and doing confusing.
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Hill has impacted a Kansas City man who ‘gay’-identifies and who was recently ordained a
minister in that denomination. He misleads others in his language and witness. Seeking no further
integration in his sexual self, he exhibits a ‘gay’ sensibility in his identity and relationships with
other men. He may be free from same-sex behavior but is unchaste, disintegrated. What can be
expected from one who declares himself ‘gay’ as a Christian minister and leads others
accordingly?
Finally, we see the impact of this confusion upon the most vulnerable. The New York Times
celebrated two ‘men’ having a baby--in truth, one a woman pretending to be a man. This full-page
article sought to normalize diverse families during ‘Pride’ month and ended up displaying the
chaos that results when persons are encouraged to assume false selves. Honestly, their story
descended into such confusion that even the one who gave birth remarked: ‘This is not real life;
it’s some crazy soap opera.’ That may be a scream for consenting adults but now a child is
involved who is daily subject to her confused caregivers.
Without consent. That is nothing short of child abuse, and everyone who champions LGBT+ selves
without any consideration to God’s will and way may well be an accomplice to these injustices.
Christians run the risk of becoming insipid and dim when we begin to adopt LGBT+ jargon. Name
persons in truth. See and say according to God’s will for our gendered humanity.
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